
MINUTES OF THE TRS (THERMAL REACTIVITY OF SOLIDS)
MEETING HELD IN BARCELONA (SPAIN)

during the ESTAC 8 symposium - August 26th, 2002

Participants : M. E. Brown, L. Montanaro, P. Lefort, G. Thomas, P. Llewellyn.
P. Gallagher implied in the Estac organisation in the same time gave us some remarks apart.

1. ESTAC meeting in Barcelona:
L. Montanaro underlines the good success for the first main scientific TRS event. The
workshop (1 Keynote lecture, 6 Oral presentations,17 Posters) was attended by many people
and was reputed interesting and characterised by a high scientific level. The Keynote lecture
of D. Bernache-Assolant was particularly appreciated.

2. Scientific committee meeting of ICTAC Saturday august 24th

G. Thomas has been participating as representative of L. Montanaro. He presented a brief
summary of such meeting (14 working groups or committees including TRS. Around 2 pages
of TRS info discussed in the latest ICTAC report.

3. Costs
- website : less than 1500 Euros have been attributed for the charges associated to the Web

site during the last year. Some minor charges are expected now each year to maintain the
site.

- travel and accommodation expenses of Didier Bernache for the ESTAC symposium at
Barcelona.

4. Relation between TRS and Kinetic committee within the frame of ICTAC
The Kinetics committee often feels left aside by TA groups so maybe the co-operation with
TRS would be good. Even though kinetic workshops are quite popular (eg. Copenhagen).
The discussion was open on such argument and the following question occured: what is the
borderline between TRS and kinetics ?
Maybe TRS committee is a bit too young to be able to define borders. Historically, kinetics
committee interest arose in the Reactivity of Solids congress but later disappeared from RS
and then taken up in ICTAC.
However, maybe small symposia could be organised on specific topics such as “kinetics of
solid-gas reactions” co-organised by each group. (this also includes polymers, environment
…).

A long-term aim is for TRS to be a link between materials technologists and reactivity of
solids scientists. This could be expanded to link with other groups or communities such as :
pyrotechnics, high temperature reactions (ceramics community). As a summary :“Simple”
systems Æ kinetics; Complex systems Æ TRS !
TRS contents would be more specific in future meetings to bring more presentations into the
TRS sessions. A selection of a category of paper in initial circulars would be convenient.
A try at ICTAC 2004 could be done, and developed in the frame of ESTAC 9 in 2006.
Beforehand organising a workshop on a specific topic is planned. Of course, the help of each
committee member and his environment is welcome.


